Fieldpiece Instruments
An industry exclusive— the Fieldpiece Instruments SDMN6 Dual Port Manometer and Pressure Switch Tester. This dual-port manometer measures gas, static and differential pressure and also accurately tests pressure switches by simulating a draft with an internal pump. It also allows technicians to easily calibrate any adjustable pressure switch to furnace manufacturer’s specifications. www.fieldpiece.com. Circle 116 on the reader service card.

Intermatic Inc.
LAE by Intermatic Digital Temperature Controllers offers a proven solution for essential refrigeration and cooking needs. Our versatile line of controllers integrates seamlessly in panel-mount and split-mount applications. Likewise, extensive customization options and deep industry knowledge makes us a valuable partner to manufacturers looking to bring their ideas to life. Circle 117 on the reader service card.

Arkema
FACTS about R-22 in the U.S. R-22 is readily available. R-22 will continue to be available after the EPA phase-out date. R-22 prices have decreased in the last 12 months. R-22 is still the best choice for R-22 equipment. R-22 alternative, Forane 427A—The Easy Retrofit, has been installed in thousands of locations across the US. Circle 115 on the reader service card.

Malco Products SBC

**RSES Journal is more than just a magazine!**

Did you know that you can receive *RSES Journal’s* supplemental eNewsletters for free? *Solutions* provides subscribers with monthly technical stories, case studies, white papers and products/services not featured in the printed magazine; and *Toolkit* showcases some of the latest industry products and services to hit the market each quarter.

**Want to sign up?**
Visit www.rses.org/requestinfo.aspx, fill out the form, and select the *Solutions* and *Toolkit* check boxes.

Be sure to click the “Sign Up” button at the bottom of the page when you are finished!
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